
Root Definition Examples Origin 

numer number enumerate, numeral, numerous, numerology Latin 

fort strong fortitude, fort, fortify, comfort, forte 
 

Latin 

osteo bone osteopath, osteology, osteotomy 

 

Greek 

ornith bird ornithology, otnithologist, ornithosis 

 

Greek 

polis city metropolis, megalopolis, police, poite, policy, 

necropolis 

Greek 

fus pour transfusion, infusion, refuse, fusillade, fusion, 

infuse, confusion 

Latin 

ego I egomaniac, egocentric, egotist, alter ego, egoism Latin 

spir breathe inspire, respiration, perspiration, expire, spirit, 

aspire, conspire 

Latin 

dia across diagonal, diameter, dialogue, dialect, diatribe Greek 

acr sharp acrimonious, acerbity, acrid, acrimony 

 

Latin 

acro high acrobat, acropolis, acrophobia, acronym 

 

Greek 

culp blame culprit, culpable, exculpate, inculpate 

 

Latin 

derm skin dermatologist, dermatitis, pachyderm, hypodermic, 
ectoderm, endoderm 

Greek 

zo animal zoo, protozoa, zooplankton, Mesozoic, zodiac 

 

Greek 

per through perception, perforation, percolate, perambulate, 

peregrination 

Latin 

pac peace pacify, pacific, pacifist, pacifier, pacifism 

 

Latin 

brev short brevity, abbreviation, breve, brief 

 

Latin 

necro death necropolis, necromancer, necrophobia Greek 

urb city urban, urbane, suburbs, urbanite, urbanism Latin 

pugn fight pugnacious, repugnant, pugilist, impugn 
 

Latin 

ecto outer ectoderm, ectozoa, ectomorph, ectothermic, 

ectoplasm, ectoparasite 

Greek 

plasto molded plastic, dermoplasty, rhinoplasty, plaster 

 

Greek 

agog leader demagogue, pedagogue, synagogue, pedagogy Greek 

cle small molecule, corpuscle, follicle, minuscule, particle Latin  

il not illegal, illiterate, illicit, illogical, illegible 

 

Latin 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Write a definition of the underlined word using the sentence and your 
knowledge of the meaning of the roots as clues. 
 
1. Please enumerate your reasons. 
2. Her character is one of great personal fortitude. 
3. The osteologist was called in for consultation on his bone condition. 
4. Ornithology as a science is for the bird lovers of the world. 
5. Metropolitan policy called for the police to be polite. 
6. The stubborn old man refused to have the blood transfusion. 
7. Vic is not just egocentric” but he is an egomaniac. 
8. The ancient poet was inspired by the Muse of poetry. 
9. Ralph expected a pleasant dialogue but received a scathing diatribe. 
10. The acrimonious dispute was disturbing to everyone. 
11. Unfortunately, the culprit was exculpated and escaped punishment. 
12. A pachyderm rarely suffers from dermatitis on its trunk. 
13. Does the zoo have a protozoan exhibit with microscopes to look 

through? 
14. The perforations let water percolate through the membrane. 
15. The angry pacifists were not pacified by the president’s militaristic 

speech. 
16. A long discursive speech lacks brevity. 
17. If you have necrophobia, avoid the necropolis. 
18. The wealty urbanite in Chicago had urbane manners. 
19. His pugnacious attitude was repugnant to his peace-loving friends. 
20. Ectothermic species enjoy the summer warmth. 
21. A plastic surgery question: “Is rhinoplasty a form of dermoplasty?” 
22. Is a corrupt politician a demagogue or a pedagogue? 
23. Is a blood corpuscle larger than a molecule? 
24. Your corrupt suggestion is both illegal and illogical. 
25. The unfortunate acrobat suffered from acrophobia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mystery Questions 
 

1.  Is a crowded stage full of supernumeraries? 
 

2.  Would a necropolis have crowded marketplaces? 
 

3.  Could a quiet, peaceful person be gentle and pugnacious? 
 

4.  Could you throw a rock across a megalopolis? 
 

5.  Is a pedagogue a large building surrounded by pedestals? 
 

6.  Is a lawyer a member of an illicit profession? 
 

7.  Is a zoophilous plant pollinated by insects? 
 

8.  Is zoophobia the love of animals? 
 

9.  Do you dislike being involved in acrimonious discussions? 
 

10.  Does an osteologist know much about the human skeleton? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
INTUITION: 
1. What would be a good way to give a metropolis, or even a 

megalopolis, a more personal, more than human feel? Could there be 
a practical, inexpensive way that no one has thought of? 

2. What associations do you have with the word plastic? What rises in 
your mind when you think of that word? 

 
EMOTION: 
1. Explain the emotions described by the word acrimonious. 
2. Does the word illiterate have any emotional connotations? 
 
AESTHETICS: 
1. What do you regard as the most beautiful bird? If you were an 

ornithologist, what bird would you most like to study? Have you seen 
John James Audobon’s paintings of the birds of North America? 

2. This about movement. What adjectives describe the way a pachyderm 
moves? What adjectives would describe the movement of a single-celled 
protozoan? What adjectives would describe the movement of an 
ornithopter? Of a pugilist? 

 
SYNTHESIS: 
1. One of the words in List #7 is acropolis. How many different ways of 

thinking can you combine in an attempt to know as much as possible 
about the acropolis? You could analyze the word itself; you could think 
historically; you could think like an architect; like an artist; like a poet; 
you could consider the religious function the acropolis once served; you 
could think like a scientist considering the effects of environmental 
pollution; you could think like an engineer; like . . .  

2. Use at least five words from List #7 to describe good principles of 
pedagogy. 

 
DIVERGENCE: 
1. Enumerate the harms that can come to a person who is egocentric. 
2. What survival advantages can you think of that a pachyderm has as a 

result of its thick skin? List as many as possible. List some that are 
only possible advantages you aren’t sure of. List some that are merely 
humorous. 

 
 



 
 
ANALOGIES 
 
1.  metropolis : necropolis :: 6. bird: ornithology :: 
 a. condominium : cemetery  a. ichthyologist : fist 
 b. acropolis : acrophobia  b. fish : ichthyologist 
 c. acronym : pseudonym  c. fish : ichthyology 
 d. megalopolis : necrotic  d. fish : bird 
 
2. exculpate : culprit :: 7. pachyderm : hypodermic :: 
 a. illiterate : liberal  a. dermatologist : ectoderm 
 b. enumerate : acrid  b. giraffe : telescope 
 c. abbreviate : ornithopter  c. pedagogue : demagogue 
 d. liberate : oppressed  d. synagogue : mystagogue 
 
3. pugilist : pugnacious :: 8. urban : urbane :: 
 a. mystagogue : religious  a. metropolitan : suave 
 b. dermatologist : dermatitis  b. illiterate : illicit 
 c. police : police  c. egotistical : egocentric 
 d. pedagogue : pedant  d. fortify : fortitude 
 
4. ectothermic : endothermic :: 9. acrobat : acrophobia :: 
 a. dermoplasty : rhinoplasty  a. acronym : pseudonym 
 b. heterotrophic : autotrophic  b. acropolis : bibliophile 
 c. acrimonious : acerbic  c. merchant : agoraphobia 
 d. infuse : refuse  d. demagogue : claustrophobia 
 
5. osteopath : osteotomy :: 10. protozoan : pachyderm :: 
 a. surgeon : surgery  a. zooplankton : sequoia 
 b. pedagogue : chalk  b. pacific : Pax Romana 
 c. ectozoa : ectoplasm  c. plastic : dermoplasty 
 d. demagogue : election  d. ectozoa : minuscule 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

In each case below, one of the choices was really the word used by the 
author in the sentence provided. Your challenge is to decide which word the 
author used.  
 
1. From T.S. Eliot’s Murder in the Cathedral 
 Here I have come, forgetting all _____. 
 a) egotism 
 b) perambulation 
 c) acrimony 
 d) pugnacity 
 
2. From Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter 
 Roger Chillingworth possessed all, or most, of the attributes above 

____. 
 a) inculpated 
 b) enumerated 
 c) respirated 
 d) peregrinated 
 
3. From Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle 
 Here I have come, forgetting all _____. 
 a) egotism 
 b) perambulation 
 c) acrimony 
 d) pugnacity 
 

4.     From Wahington Irving’s The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 
 The hair of the affrighted  _____ rose upon his head with terror. 
 a) pedagogue 
 b) urbanite 
 c) osteopath 
 d) necromancer 
 

5.     From John F. Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage 
 Thomas Hart Benton was an unyielding and pompous _____. 
 a) pacifier 
 b) egocentric 
 c) supernumerary 
 d) demagogue 
 

 



 


